
All reservations become effective upon receipt of the confirmation 
email from the Municipal Camping de Justin and the deposit of 30%. 
All stays are nominative, strictly personal and non-transferable. You 
must at all times prove your coverage by a liability insurance policy 
during your stay.

Rental Pitch
The tenant accepts the location in the state (tree, plantations…). 
Each parcel rental starts from 2 pm on the day of arrival and ends 
before 12 am on the day of departure. Days are counted per night 
spent. In case of late departure, an extra day will be charged as 
any night started is due. The site must be vacated and refurbished 
at the end of the stay. Any parcel cannot accommodate more than 
6 people, beyond this, an additional pitch must be charged. The 
preferences formulated during the reservation will be satisfied to 
the extent of the availability, without engaging the responsibility of 
the campsite.

Rental Accommodation 
In high season, arrivals and departures take place 
on Saturdays. Arrival after 2 pm, departure before 
10 am. The rest of the season, it is possible to 
agree the days and hours of entry and exit at 
the time of booking. In any case, the inventory 
of the places of exit will have to be programmed 
in advance with the agreement of the direction 
according to the availabilities of the staff. The rental 
accommodations are fully equipped, but personal linens 
are to bring, the reordering and cleaning are your responsibility. A 
deposit of 150 Euros will be deposited upon arrival and returned at 
the end of the stay, minus the cost of missing equipment and the 
costs of refurbishment. It also ensures the perfect cleanliness of the 
house, since in case of messy housing a package of 52 Euros will 
be kept. Each rental can accommodate maximum 6 people except 
the chalet PMR which can accommodate only 4 maximum. Young 
children or baby are considered as full people. Pets are allowed, 
provided they are reported and the supplement has been paid. It is 
permitted to erect tents on the parcel subject to the acceptance of 
management. It is strictly forbidden to smoke inside the apartments, 
for courtesy reasons, for reasons of safety and hygiene.

Delayed Arrival / Early Departure
Late arrival: After a delay limited to 48 hours from the date 
scheduled for booking, and lack of prior written information of the 
customer, the establishment reserves the right to dispose of the 
promised property to rent and to note that the cancellation of the 
contract took place on the initiative of the customer. The sums paid 
will remain at Camping Municipal Justin.

Change
You can change your reservation (after consultation and acceptance 
of our booking service, and as far as possible) until 1 month before 
your arrival.

Cancellation
If it comes from the campsite, you will get a refund of all monies 
paid.

In case of cancellation from you made in writing more than 45 days 
before the scheduled date of arrival, the deposit will be refunded 
in full. Between 30 and 44 days before the scheduled arrival date, 
half of the deposit will be refunded. If you cancel less than 30 
days before the expected date of arrival, or in case of no show 
at the campsite the amount paid will remain acquired at Camping 
Municipal Justin who may require you the total amount of the stay. 
In any case, the fees will never be refunded. Refunds will always be 
done by bank transfer. We do not offer a cancellation guarantee, 
please check that you have one with your insurance company. Any 
cancellation or modification of reservation will have to reach us by 
letter or e-mail.

Access to the Municipal Swimming Pool
A bracelet of recognition (for single use and permanent) will be 

given to you on your arrival, it is obligatory during your stay 
and will allow you free access to the municipal swimming 

pool. Any lost bracelet will be replaced and may be 
charged. For groups or people in very short stay, 
a card in your name will be given to you. It gives 
you the same access to the municipal swimming 
pool. In accordance with hygiene standards in 
swimming pools, only bathing knickers and boxers, 

one-piece or 2 pieces swimsuits in opposition to 
any other garment are allowed. Occasional visitors 

cannot claim access to the pool, they must pay the 
entrance fee according to the rates in effect posted at the 

entrance.

Computing and Freedom
The information that you communicate to us in connection with your 
order will not be transmitted to any third party. This information will 
be considered confidential. They will be used only by the internal 
services of the Municipal Camping of Justin, for the treatment of 
your order and to reinforce the communication and the offer of 
services which are reserved to you. In accordance with the law 
Informatique et Libertés of January 6, 1978, you have a right 
of access, rectification, and opposition to the personal data 
concerning you. For that, you just have to ask us by giving your 
name, first name and address.

Responsibility
The responsibility of Municipal Camping de Justin, beyond its legal 
responsibility is not engaged in case of:
• Heft, loss or damage of any kind during or after a stay.
• Breakdown or decommissioning of technical equipment, 
breakdown or closure of campsite facilities, temporary measures, 
taken by the campsite management of access restrictions to certain 
facilities, including access to the pool, required by the respects 
safety standards or periodic maintenance work. The campsite 
expressly reserves the right to modify the design and layout of the 
site. In case of dispute, the Court of Valence is the only competent.
Despite all the care taken in the preparation of this notice, any errors 
or omissions cannot engage the responsibility of the Municipal 
Camping de Justin.
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